
Six Gym Health Hazards
They offer great health benefits, but gyms are also breeding grounds for germs. Here's
how to avoid getting a virus along with those toned abs.
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Going to the gym is supposed to be good for your health, but if you don't take the proper precautions, it may have the
opposite effect. Germs can lurk on any surface, from exercise equipment to the spigot on the water fountain, and locker
rooms are ideal places for bacteria and fungi to thrive. But you can lower your risk of catching other gymgoers' germs—and
with them the risk of catching a cold, athlete's foot, or even the potentially deadly staph infection methicillin-resistant
Staphylococcus aureus (or MRSA). Portland, Ore., sports medicine internist Dr. Carol Otis offers these tips:

Cover any breaks in the skin. Normal, unbroken skin can't be invaded. But when a skin break—even one as minor as a
small scratch or the raw skin characteristic of psoriasis— comes in contact with an infected surface, MRSA and other
bacteria can worm their way in. The earliest danger signs: pimplelike red bumps or boils. To protect yourself, put a band-aid
on any cuts, abrasions or blisters. And don't shave immediately before a workout to avoid being in the locker room with cuts
and scratches.

WTF?? If you don’t have broken blisters on your hands from pullups, gashed shins from dead lifts, or any other gaping wound from
rubbing, crashing or generally falling – YOU AREN’T WORKING HARD ENOUGH. These are badges of honor to cover them up would be a
disgrace to yourself, your trainers and as well as to your fellow Crossfitters.

Don't go barefoot. Along with the human traffic and the absence of sunlight in locker rooms, the heat in showers, saunas,
hot tubs and steam rooms all conspire to create a perfect growing environment for germs. Wear flip-flops or water shoes to
avoid athlete's foot, a fungus condition that usually starts with itchy scales and blisters between the toes (a blister counts as
a skin break, another reason to protect your feet from the floor). Shoes will also keep you from slipping on wet tiles.

When was the last time any of your Robogym droids did a deadlift? It is much easier without shoes…oh, and we don’t HAVE showers,
saunas, hot tubs, or steam rooms. What do you people do at your gym?

Use disinfectant. Clean exercise equipment before and after you use it, with paper towels and disinfectant or with
disposable wipes. Do the same with communal yoga mats.

Everything here is communal. Take your vitamins…eat well…get plenty of rest….the rest will take care of itself.

Change your towels and clothes. If you can, use a fresh towel provided by the club on each visit. If you'll be bringing your
own, be sure to bring a new one daily. A damp towel left in a locker or gym bag is a germ magnet. Besides, chances are
your towel has hit the floor at some point. The same goes for socks and gym clothes. Wearing the same sweaty items over
and over isn't just smelly, it's unhealthy. Wash everything in hot water and use the full dryer cycle.

Show up in the same smelly stuff….we don’t care. However, if you are changing you may want to be sure that you are actually wearing
something underneath. It might be your fantasy, but the rest of us don’t want to see you do a naked rope climb.

Don't share. When it comes to goggles, sweatbands, razors, and towels, neither a borrower nor a lender be. Don't even
share soap—use liquid soap rather than a communal bar.

See above….we share everything. Most importantly we share in each other’s pain…our successes…and in a spirit that what we do
seems a bit crazy to our friends and family but absolutely works. We wouldn’t want it any other way.

Keep your towel on. It's best not to stride around in the buff. "Use your towel as a barrier between your skin and any
shared surface, including benches," says Otis. Remember that even a tiny break in the skin could let in an infection.

You show up in the buff….KNOW that we will run you down and beat you up.
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